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(Pocket-lint) - Casio's latest Exlim digital camera offers plenty of features, but is it enough to look after a camera densely populated from more traditional brands such as Nikon and Canon? We'll take a closer look. The 5.0 megapixels, 3x optical zoom Exilim EX-500's slym-line design (89 x 57 x 21 mm) and the 2.7 inch LCD on the back of the camera are the first things you'll notice when you look closely at
this digital camera. The bright clear screen is noticeably larger than most digital cameras available at the moment - save the Sony T range - and the extra 0.2 inches means it's even bigger than the latest iPod or Creative zen Vision: M basically, if you have one of them, you don't need to worry about viewing images for anything else. For the most part the buttons are in the right places, although we
continued to press the review button when we wanted to zoom in and the camera mode button when we wanted to zoom in. Users of the Canon or FujiFilm camera should not have the same problem as Casio, as they put the zoom switch around the shutter button. Connecting to a PC or Mac through a docking station, and it is here that Casio shows the first slit in its armor. To connect the camera to any
computer, and you will need a docking station. It's a pain to carry around if your docking planning is on the go and there's no easy way around. However, the inclusion of the dock means that desktop users can easily connect the camera to upload images. The download is fast and easy thanks to the support of THE USB2.2 camera. Casio boasts that the EX-500 houses its own SUPER LIFE lithium-ion
battery that can take up to 500 shots on a single charge. We're not sure we've taken that many, but we've used it solidly for a week and it's still going. This is certainly surprising given the large LCD, but it seems Casio managed to eek out enough juice for us not to complain about the lack of an optical viewfinder to keep the battery charge. When it comes to shooting the EX-500 does very well with a quick
response time. Also, with 31 Best Shot modes ranging from standard portrait to autumnal colors there's an installation for almost every situation. The modes are available through the button on the back of the camera, and our only concern is that you can easily spend more time searching for which mode to shoot, rather than actually getting on with taking the picture at hand. Taking a picture will require you
to invest in an SD card. The camera comes with a measly 8.7Mb built-in memory, which equates to about three images in optimal settings before you run out of space. Using the Best Shot mode has certainly improved the photos we took, as did the addition of the ExILIM engine Casio Anti Shake feature. For the lazy, the camera is also sporting a round best shot mode that struggling to cope with any
situation. In our tests, the camera was good at different images we tested it for. Tested. berries and green-lit party photos (countdown to xbox360 launch if you're interested). Similarly, London's night scene with its various light sources, moving vehicles and black skies shows the camera well coped in difficult situations. We especially like the color of the camera. Verdict at 279.99 pounds Casio is a solid
camera that will produce good results. The big screen will appeal to the party set, which would like to share the images right after they have taken them and the end results are good for printing too. Things to keep in mind are the need to lug the dock around with you if you hope to be in the dock on the go and the fact that you will have to invest in an SD card from day one if you are looking to take more than
three photos at a time. Written by Stuart Miles. By Michelle Enos Updated September 26, 2017 Casio is a Japanese electronics manufacturer such as watches, musical instruments, cameras and calculators such as the FX-260. FX is a scientific calculator that means that in addition to the basic functions of adding and subtracting a simple calculator, it can also perform more complex mathematical functions
to solve algebraic equations. It has no ability to graphics. Learn how to use the basic features of the Casio calculator. The Na button is turned on and C clears the value displayed. Many keys are marked with two functions; Click the shift to use features marked over each key. Click AC to start a new calculation. Find the keys to the base calculation; The addition is to and the subtraction is-. Braces are also
available, although the calculator uses the order of operations, that is, if you enter five plus four times six, FX will calculate four times six and then add five. Make constant calculations, enter the number, and then click me -, x or ÷ twice to make the number permanent. Every time you click on me, this constant will be added (or subtracted, multiplied or divided) by a number on display. For example, if you're a
three plus four equal, the display will show the answer as 7. If you press me again, the calculator will add four to seven and display 11. To clear the constant, click AC. Casio FX can also be used to add, subtract, multiply and split factions. Use the b/c key for input fractions. The key a refers to the mixed part of the number of the faction, b is the numerator (top number), and c - denominator (lower number).
To enter three-quarters, press three, then b/c, then four. To enter two and three quarters, press two, b/c, three, b/c and four. The responses to faction calculations will always appear in a decimal form. Use b/c to convert the decimal lobe displayed into a fraction. Use the multiplication feature to find a percentage of the number; Use separation to calculate the percentage from one number to another. For
example: To find 15 percent of 100, enter 100 x To find what percentage of 100 is 15, 15, 100 ÷ 15%. Calculate square root and power with Casio FX. X with superscript two square number, while X with superscript three cube number. X with the Y superscript raises the number to a different power. For example, to enter three to power five, enter three, then X superscript Y key, then five. THE FX also has a
square root key and a cube root key (the cube root key looks like a square root key with a little three in front of it). The X and 1/y key in the superscript calculates a different root of the number. For example, to find the fourth root out of 100, enter 100, previously mentioned key, and then four. Not all Casio FX features are listed in this article. For more information, check out the guide listed in the resources
section of this page. The usual dots and shoots are sluggish, stumbling over these Pop Warner masterpieces. Casio EX-F1, the fastest digital camera in the world, rattles from 60 shots per second, perfect for fast and unpredictable scenes like sports, animals and kids. Press the shutter button halfway down and the EX-F1 even starts storing images in the memory buffer so you never miss a moment. The
12x optical zoom makes a side-shooting snap, and six megapixel shots are enough to zoom in to 8.5 x 11. $1000, casio.com See Them All this content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Even the most nostalgic Apple Watch owners will
appreciate one of the first ever smartwatches to come on the market. Casio Databank was the THEsmartwatch of the 80s, and now you can turn back time and emulate the device on the shiny new Apple Watch thanks to the new app. Amazon Prime Day: See all the best early deals right now Dubbed Geek Watch, an app for iPhone or iPad and comes with a companion app for the Apple Watch. It turns
your usual display into a retro watch calculator, complete with tiny buttons and an LCD screen. You'll have to put up with it displaying Geekio instead of Casio though - legal reasons, natch! - but it doesn't matter when you can add, subtract, divide and multiply the numbers all over the retro app. The interface can be changed with different color and screen lighting options. The only thing you can't do with a
new face watch is say time as Apple doesn't allow this kind of customization unfortunately. Trying to write words on the calculator, the app also opens up some goodies. Sure, it's a novelty, but at 79p, you'll still have enough pocket money to buy some Space Raiders from the newsagent before you drive home to The Reilly Grifter to watch Back to the Future. Casio Casio's hot new S100 flagship calculator
will sell for a little more than the price of the iPhone with Contract. And for that money you get a beautiful four-function calculator calculator also can-no, just kidding that it's actually just a four-function calculator. Released for the 50th anniversary of the first Casio calculator with built-in memory, the S100 has no Internet connection, no wireless applications, but it has skill. According to Casio, this top-line
artisanal calculator will have a high-quality non-reflective display to read numbers a dozen digits long, special V-gearing flat insulation keys to add and subtract that feels absolutely exquisite, and a beautiful body carved from aluminum alloy clusters. Formed numbers never, ever erase from the keys. Its solar-powered battery will last for seven years on a single charge. It weighs more than half a pound. This
is the calculator you use to unravel the potential of a billion dollar ROI. Calculator for tipping for a $2,500 dinner. The calculator you give to your grandchildren. Casio releases the S100 on September 30 and plans to make 5,000 of them a year. Something tells me they won't sell. Source: Casio via the Wall Street Journal This content is created and supported by a third party, and is imported to this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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